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II fumbled through my backpack to find 
a pencil with an eraser and clumsily stowed 
my textbook in the basket under the desk. My 
teacher explained that we would be taking a 
version of the naturalization test. Complaining 
ensued. 

Glancing over the U.S. Citizenship and Im-
migration Services webpage pulled up on the 
faded screen of the smartboard, I spotted under 
requirements “read, write and speak English.” 
That didn’t feel right. I burst out, “Whoa, that’s 
not cool!” 

No one seemed to understand. 
I explained what I disagreed with. Still, no 

one seemed to understand. 
I got to explain a little part of a piece of my 

mind, but there’s only so many minutes in a pe-
riod and we had a test to take.

The overwhelming opposition I felt in the 
room stuck. I saw eyes rolling and eyes glazed 
with boredom and what would have ended with 
a brief comment turned into a consuming anger 
at the injustice. 

But misconceptions are very understand-
able. Many people assert that English is vital to 
voting, the major responsibility of citizenship. 
Thanks to the Language Minority Provisions of 
the Voting Rights Act, you do not need to speak 
English to vote.

The legal requirements state that “when a 
covered state or political subdivision provides 
registration or voting notices, forms, instruc-
tions, assistance or other materials or informa-
tion relating to the electoral process, including 
ballots, it shall provide them in the language of 
the applicable minority group as well as in the 
English language.” “Informed voters” is not the 
same as “English-speaking voters.”

Donald Trump criticized his opponent, Jeb 

Bush, for speaking one short sentence in Span-
ish. He told Breitbart, “I like Jeb. He’s a nice man. 
But he should really set the example by speaking 
English while in the United States.” 

Trump has made similarly controversial 
comments on any number of topics, yet he is a 
forerunner in the race. His supporters are un-
doubtedly English-speaking, but they are not 
what “informed” looks like.

In New York City’s Chinatown, streets 
are marked with bilingual signs. In swathes of 
the Southwest, Spanish is almost ubiquitous. 
In parts of Louisiana, French Creole is spoken 
not just for pride in culture, but everyday. And 
these French-speaking citizens have lived in this 
country longer than many English-speakers.

 A report of the 2011 Census notes the 
“continuing and growing role of non-English 
languages as part of the national fabric.” This 
diversity is something that should be celebrated, 
not condemned. There are pockets of the coun-
try where English is not spoken at all on a daily 
basis. Mount Pleasant is not one of them. Ac-
cording to the Washington Post, English is the 
only language spoken in over 90 percent of 
households in Charleston County.                           

We consider ourselves open and accepting, 
but our words can be terribly offensive. Sarah 
Palin also commented on Jeb Bush’s fluency in 
Spanish and gave her message to immigrants,“...
when you’re here, let’s speak American.” 

Contradicting herself in the next breath, 
Palin added that the Republican party is inclu-
sive, “even in terms of the culture, accepting 
people’s differences and the diverse views and 
everything else.” 

Henry Ford famously said of the Model-T, 
“You can have any color, as long as it’s black.” 
Well, in this case, you can have any culture, as 
long as the majority says it’s standard.

It is so easy for us to fall into this pattern 
of insular thinking when we lack exposure to 
anything but the familiar. This argument is a 
symbolic one. Do we really want the symbol 
America puts into the world to be one of hate?

Assuring that English is the only language 
that should be spoken in America is, frankly, 

rather bigoted. Many speak of the tradition and 
heritage of America. I am American, and part of 
my heritage is the untranslatable Tamil folk tales 
my parents narrated as bedtime stories. Should 
my parents be the ones to let the ancient tradi-
tions of India die? 

Besides, English is not American. It is Ger-
man, Latin, French and more. Like English, our 
American culture is an amalgamation of contri-
butions from every people it has come in con-
tact with. If we can only speak unadulterated 
English, what do you propose we call ketchup, 
lo mein, pizza, pasta, gumbo?

Native Americans are the only ones who 
can lay claim to pure American culture -- and 
English is a second language to many in the 
American Indian Nation, according to a resolu-
tion by the Inter Tribal Council of Arizona in 
opposition to a strict immigration law. 

My parents became citizens in 2006. Eng-
lish is their best language. They passed the nat-
uralization exam easily. But this is not at all a 
testament to some innate excellence. 

British rule in India laid the groundwork 
for the school system that taught my parents 
English from the time they were in preschool. .

Imposing the standard of English profi-
ciency on every immigrant from every country 
isn’t ensuring success in America. It is reward-
ing the vestiges of imperialism. It should be a 
tragedy, not an advantage, that my parents, born 
and raised in India, are more proficient in the 
language spoken by a people that subjugated 
theirs than in their native tongue. 

But our current system values the flawed 
standard of English at the risk of deterring the 
people who most value citizenship. yet these 
exemplary people could be deterred from citi-
zenship because they come from a country like 
Japan, Ethiopia, or Brazil where English is not 
quite so prevalent. 

We have been taught this information for 
years and most of us are only fluent in one lan-
guage: English.

Are we seriously going to ask someone to 
be better than us before we will consider them 
our equal?

Oregon shooting

Nine people were killed and seven injured 
after a 26-year-old gunman opened fire at 
Umpqua Community College in Oregon.  The 
tragedy caused America to reflect on the 142 
shootings that have happened since the Sandy 
Hook shooting in December of 2012.

2016 First Democrat Presidential 
Candidates debates
The first Democrat debate included presi-
dential candidates Hillary Clinton, Bernie 
Sanders, Jim Webb, Lincoln Chafee and Martin 
O’Malley.  The debate was friendly between the 
candidates and they agreed on most of the top-
ics mentioned.  Clinton and Sanders had a civil 
difference of opinion about Sanders’ views on 
capitalism and other important topics preva-
lent in the 2016 presidental campaign. 

Hurricane Joaquin & SS El Faro

The United States National Transportation 
Safety Board called for an end on the search 
for the SS El Faro on Oct. 7.  The crew consist-
ing of 33 members, who went missing aboard 
the SS El Faro during the category 4 hurricane 
Joaquin in the Atlantic.  USNI News stated 
that the disappearing ship was “the worst U.S. 
merchant marine disaster of recent memory.”

Water on Mars
Images from a spectrometer scanning the 
surface of Mars have determined that present-
day Mars has liquid. flowing water. Hydrated 
mineral signatures along with various streaked 
slopes has led NASA scientists to that conclu-
sions and offers a great deal of information on 
the planet, and has furthered research into the 
possibility of Mars supporting life and provid-
ing valuable resources and materials. 

Bombing in Afghan hospital

A Doctors Without Borders hospital in 
Kunduz, Afghanistan was bombed under 
uncertain circumstances by U.S. forces. The 
bombing resulted in the deaths of  at least 22 
Afghans, 12 of whom were staff members of 
the hospital as well as three child patients. 
Doctors Without Borders has called the 
incident a war crime. However, the bombing’s 
intent and the conditions surrounding the 
bombardment are left unresolved. 
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